Flatfoot in Children
Introduction:
Children usually have low arches because they are
loose-jointed and the arch flattens when they
stand. When the child is otherwise normal, the
condition is known as flexible flatfoot, which is
thought to be a common normal variation in
childhood. The natural history of most flexible
flatfoot conditions is to slowly improve over time.
Some people with flatfeet are often
loose-jointed in other parts of their body

Parents worry about flatfoot, but some degree of
flatfoot is normal in infants and early childhood.

Examination:
The doctor will want to be certain that your child has
the typical form of flexible flatfoot that will improve
over time without treatment. The exam will access
generalized ligamentous laxity, limb alignment, and a
generalized neurologic examination. Often a tip toe
test is performed. Children with typical flexible
flatfoot will correct their flatfoot when standing on
their tiptoes. This exam will confirm that the child
does not have a rare type of flatfoot that is stiff and
will not follow the normal course of slow selfcorrection.
Imaging:
X-rays are sometimes
ordered to assess flatfoot severity. In mild
cases, they may not
be required.
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Treatment of Flatfoot.
Careful, modern research studies have confirmed that children
with typical flexible flatfoot do not benefit by wearing
corrective shoes or arch supports. In this research, children
with similarly severe flatfoot were either treated with vigorous
arch supports or with no treatment whatsoever . After several
years of follow-up, the outcome was the same. Thus in most
cases flexible flatfoot is not treated.

In many cases special
shoes and arch supports
are a waste of money

If a child has significant calf or foot pain, the doctor may suggest a lightweight tennis
shoe that has a good arch support built into it. In many cases a formal insert or orthotic
can be considered to make the child more comfortable.
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In some cases the flatfoot
will be extremely severe and may
require surgical correction.
Usually the decision is not made until 8-9
years of age. The need for surgical
treatment is very rare.

Summary:
Flatfoot in children are a normal variation related to slight laxity of ligaments. The
condition improves over time and research has shown that corrective shoes and inserts do
not help to correct flatfoot. The condition slowly improves over time, whether or not
it is treated. Accordingly, the scientific approach to flatfoot treatment is to not use expensive
shoes or inserts. Instead comfortable normal shoes, at times with a store bought insert or
going barefooted is appropriate, with the child being followed to monitor correction over time.
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